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General comments
• Accidents data are of primary importance to guide industry innovation in the field of safety, and
help prioritizing regulatory developments.
• With this regard, document AEBS-HDV-01-02 from Japan contains valuable information.
• However, the presentation does not demonstrate the need for a city-AEBS on HDVs, nor permits
selecting the right work priority between e.g. an enhanced “highway-AEB” (on the base of current
R131) and a city-AEB (including pedestrian and/or cyclist avoidance). Some information are
indeed lacking or would require some further details, for example to assess how many accidents
could be yearly addressed by one or the other measures, e.g. with regard to pedestrians and
cyclists.
• A comparison of the accidents data from different CPs would also help GRVA prioritizing the work.

Industry comments/questions:

slide 2

Consistency between this slide and slide 5:
• Slide 2: ~457,000 in 2019
• Slide 5: 461,775 in 2019

From slide 5

Industry comments/questions:
AEBS is only one advanced technology.

slide 3

How are future UN regulations on such as
BSIS (R151) and MOIS (R160) taken into
account?
How about the respective effects expected
from BSIS / MOIS vs AEB ?
A breakdown of the accidents data would
be really useful to select the most relevant
measures, in order to address in the best
way the most frequent / severe cases.

Industry comments/questions:

slide 4

These graphics are a good introduction but
are not sufficient to demonstrate the need
for a city-AEB.
For that we would need a breakdown of
the pedestrian and cyclist accidents, with
an analysis of the accident cause relevant
for an AEB.

Advantageous, because very new data
from 2019 is used, unlike slides 5, 6, 7 and
8 which are based on data from 2016.
Could updated sources from 2019 be used
on all slides, to be able to synchronize the
data all over the presentation?

Industry comments/questions:

slide 5

Industry is keen to know what values of “all injury
cases” are considered in each of the graphs below.
We would then be able to calculate the frequency
of fatalities of collisions with:
- Pedestrians
- bicycles
- cars…
for each vehicle category.
such absolute values of fatalities would permit
assessing the magnitude of the problem in Japan.
A further breakdown of the accidents looks
necessary in order to assess the efficiency of the
AEBS with regard to the accident frequencies:
- what is the share between: Front accidents;
Turning situation; lateral/side collisions;
crossing scenarios; Rear end?
- Area of accidents: urban, interurban,
countryside…?
- Speed ranges ?
The source data is from 2016. Updated sources
from 2019 would permit to synchronize the data
with slide 4

Industry comments/questions:

slide 6

What do the percentage values mean in
absolute fatalities figures?
How many accidents on passenger cars
compared to CVs ?
Further breakdown is needed:
- what is the share between: Front
accidents; Turning situation; lateral/side
collisions; crossing scenarios; Rear end?
- Area of accidents: urban, interurban,
countryside?
- Speed ranges?
The source data is from 2016. Updated
sources from 2019 would permit to
synchronize the data with slide 4

Industry comments/questions:

slide 7

Are all scenarios considered or only AEBrelevant scenarios (e.g. crossing scenarios
according to UN R152) ?

If all scenarios are considered, could a
breakdown be done with regard to:
a) scenarios:
• front accidents;
• turning situation;
• lateral/side collisions;
• crossing scenarios?
b) individual vehicle categories?
The source data is from 2016. Updated
sources from 2019 would permit to
synchronize the data with slide 4

Industry comments/questions:

slide 8

Is the data given here only related to AEB
relevant accidents?
Could a breakdown be done on individual
vehicle categories (M1 N1 M2 N2 M3 N3)?
The source data is from 2016. Updated
sources from 2019 would permit to
synchronize the data with slide 4

Industry comments/questions:

slide 9

This chart shows the state of the art and
market penetration of AEBS on passenger
cars.

Passenger cars and CVs have different
vehicle dynamics, usage, sensors
installation... Passenger cars AEB strategies
cannot be copy-pasted on HCVs, with the
same expected level of efficiency or driver
acceptance.

Industry comments/questions:
The discussion regarding the tightening of
requirements based on the current UN R131
has already started in 2017. C2P and C2B
have not been in focus so far.
A detailed consideration, based on the
questions asked, is necessary, especially
with regard to scenarios breakdown and
vehicle categories.
An expansion of the level of performance
and scope only makes sense if a detailed
analysis has taken place, in Japan and in
other countries/regions.

